12/19/19 through 01/16/20 both lanes shutdowns for final tie-ins and road pavement repair, no access across bridge for bridge abutment work at the east end of bridge. This shutdown will need to be approved by fire and police dept. since Ukrop Way will be shutdown during this time (12/19 - 1/16).

Phase 2 work will impact DPR's ability to access current lay down area at Kaplan Arena and we have assumed a section of the north parking lot will be shutdown from 12/19/19 - 01/16/20 to support WUP Ukrop Way scope of work material lay down.

12/2/19 through 12/18/19 (one lane open), lane closure to extend from intersection North of the WUP through the West side of the bridge to allow for material staging and ensure civilian safety.

Phase 2 schedule is independent of the WUP schedule. West Utility schedule remains as the primary schedule and no schedule impacts from phase 2 have been accounted for.